DOORS
OPEN
SEP 6
BERLIN NIGHT EMBASSY: FIRST RESIDENCY ON SEPTEMBER 6TH
++ CO:QUO X DIGI-GXL START THEIR PROGRAMME ++
++ TWO WEEKS OF MUSIC, WORKSHOPS AND DISCUSSIONS ++
The BERLIN NIGHT EMBASSY by Jägermeister will open its doors to the public on September 6th.
The first Ambassadors of the Night are CO:QUO x Digi-Gxl, a fusion of two creative collectives of
womxn, trans, non-binary and femme individuals challenging the status quo.
When? 6-17 September, 2019
Where? Falckensteinstraße 48, 10997 Berlin

CO:QUO X DIGI-GXL:
New technologies mean new horizons for art, music, and culture. CO:QUO x Digi-Gxl are breaking
boundaries and exploring what it means to be human in rapidly changing virtual landscapes. DigiGxl is a global network of womxn, trans and non-binary creatives working in 3D animation and
digital art. CO:QUO is a femme collective aiming to co-create and address conditions that have
negative impacts on society through music, workshops, and discussions. Together they uphold
themes of diversity, inclusivity, and liminality in the visual and performing arts.
						
CO:QUO x Digi-Gxl are given a blank canvas to explore their topics and concepts with the support
of the NIGHT EMBASSY Creative Board, 5 renowned figures known for their contributions to Berlin’s
club and music culture: Lutz Leichsenring, executive member of the Berlin Club Commission;
Christine Kakaire, music journalist; Dimitri Hegemann, Berlin club luminary and founder of Tresor;
Linnea Palmestål, DJ, activist and founder of women’s, trans and non-binary collective No Shade;
and Bernard Koomson, DJ and founder of artist collective deadHYPE.
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Under the curatorial direction of CO:QUO x Digi-Gxl, the NIGHT EMBASSY will be a free-to-thepublic showcase of their work inside a day-to-night music & arts programme: They will partner
with Beatport, i-D Germany, shesaid.so, Factory Berlin, Keychange, aequa, ProtoPixel,
Songversations, Clustered, Sirens on Stage, and nomtek for an array of panels and workshops
addressing topics such as identity and diversity. They will also host concerts and club nights with
lineups including Machine Woman, Mariama, Alison Swing, Clara Cuvé, Darwin, ketia, Juba, AI
tech star CJ Carr from DADABOTS, and several local Berlin DJ collectives. Digi-Gxl will transform
the modular space with interactive installations and compelling visuals in an exhibition, open daily.
They will close out their residency on September 17th with a collaborative AI performance between
Portrait XO, CJ Carr, and Digi-Gxl.
						
The NIGHT EMBASSY draws inspiration from both Jägermeister’s own heritage of irreverent
perfectionism and the freeform creativity of Berlin’s long-standing nightlife and art scene. As such,
Jägermeister welcomes artists based in Berlin from any background, age and level of experience:
The NIGHT EMBASSY is open to all bold thinkers committed to bringing their ideas to life. Our
selected projects shine a light on new possibilities for artforms connected to club culture, and
foster a strong sense of community.

STAY UPDATED:
Sign up for our mailing list to receive bi-weekly Ambassador programme releases on www.nightembassy.com. For more information, inspiration as well as coverage of our Ambassadors as they
embark on their scholarships; with a full schedule of public showcases TBA, follow the NIGHT
EMBASSY on Instagram
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